
More likely than not, you can find examples of
advanced transportation in your area. Buses, trains,
and planes are all common examples of
transportation possibilities in most metropolitan
areas. There are teams of professionals responsible
for developing the systems and ensuring they run
safely and efficiently. Kimberly Cuchilla, junior
communication and control systems engineer for
LAX Integrated Express Solutions (LINXS) began
her career as an intern before accepting a full-time
position. She is now working on one of Los Angeles
County’s most ambitious projects.

The Automated People Mover Project, expected to
be running by 2023, will significantly increase Los
Angeles International Airport (LAX) transportation
options to residents and visitors. The train will run
2.25 miles encompassing LAX and various Los
Angeles stations to help alleviate traffic around the
Airport area. 

DOING THE MATH

Kimberly attributes her current success to a love of
math. She attended California High School in
Whittier, where a teacher and mentor suggested
she enter one  of the engineering fields. She had
the choice of electrical, mechanical, or civil
engineering. She ultimately chose electrical
engineering due to the complex math problems
involved. 

Upon accepting a paid internship position with
LINXS, Kimberly began with the construction team,
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which gave her experience examining plans that 
included the pipe and electrical duct bank drawings. 
She was moved to the Systems Team once she was
brought on board full time. 

PEOPLE AND SYSTEMS WORKING TOGETHER

Kimberly’s team works on the electronic systems
that will be placed on board the train, stations,
guideways, and at various Los Angeles World
Airports (LAWA) buildings. These systems work
independently or in conjunction with one another
to provide safety and control measures needed to
operate the train and/or train facilities. 

For example, the System Team is responsible for
overseeing the public address (PA) system used to
communicate between the Central Control Facility
(CCF), stations, and trains. The PA system involves
speakers, amplifiers, workstations, servers, and a
communications network. Each component alone
serves a very specific and minor function. When 
integrated together, they form one system that allows
for the communication of voice messages from a
workstation at the CCF, over the communications
network, to the amplifiers, and out the speakers
onto the specified station or train. The Systems 
Team is responsible for making sure each component
is properly installed and configured so they can be
integrated together to form the PA system.

“Every day is something new,” Kimberly said. Her
team is constantly making sure they follow safety
standards and examine the best systems needed Learn more about LINXS projects and jobs.

make the train work. As a junior communication
and control systems engineer, some of Kimberly’s
primary responsibilities include keeping track of
submittals (shop drawings, material data, samples,
etc.) between subcontractors and LINXS, and
working on the software documentation plan that
keeps track of all systems that will be used.

STAND OUT WITH A STRONG RESUME

In a role similar to Kimberly’s, individuals can expect
to take some time to learn the different processes
in place in order to understand a complex and
multi-department project. Not only is it expected
acronyms will be learned, but communicating
across departments takes patience depending on
the different “languages” each job uses in their 
field. In addition to communication skills, individuals 
should have the ability to sit with a problem and
think of different approaches to produce a solution.

The typical starting annual salary for someone
beginning this career is typically between
$55,000-$70,000. To stand out from other
applicants, Kimberly attended her college's career
center workshops to get resume writing tips. She
also found serving in leadership positions, such as
her officer roles with both the Women’s Society of
Engineers and the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers, made her resume stronger.
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